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Hollywood actors celebrities and movie stars

Hollywood's greatest actors have been in a wide range of successful films. A24; Chuck Zlotnick / Sony Pictures Entertainment; Cinema New Line; Universal From talent and upcoming to established movie stars, read on for the best films, which have starred 50 favorite actors, so far, according to critics' estimates on Rotten Tomatoes. Note: Documentaries were not included when
considering the highest rated feature of the actor. Critics' estimates were up-to-date and there could be changes. Ana de Armas in Knives with. Lionsgate Rotten Tomatoes score: 97%Summary: In The Knife Murder Mystery With, Detective Benoit Blanc (Daniel Craig) and Lt. Elliott (LaKeith Stanfield) investigate the suspicious death of criminal novelist Harlan Thrombi (Christopher
Plummer) by interviewing his unmasking heirs and his nurse Martha Cabrera (Ana de) A tightly crafted thriller from start to finish, Knives Out impressed critics with its first cinematography, writing and acting. Joe Morgenschern wrote for The Wall Street Journal: Entertainment, which is as smart, witty, stylish and exciting as any movie lover can wish for. Anthony Mackie in Hate U
Give. 20th Century Century Fox Rotten Tomatoes score: 97%Summary: In The Hate U Give, based on an Angie Thomas novel, high school student Starr Carter (Amandla Stenberg) tries to keep her home life and school life separate, but after her childhood friend Khalil (Elgey Smith) was killed by a police officer, she finds herself taking an increasingly public role in her community.
Anthony Mackie played an integral role in the film as King, a local gang leader and stepfather of Starr's best friend. It provides a knockout gut kick that resonates with acute tenacity, sobering reality and a bleistering performance from Amandla Stenberg, Wrote Seehra Phelan for Flavourmag. Elliot Page voiced the character in My Life as a Zucchini. GKIDS Rotten Tomatoes score:
99%Summary: In My Life as a Zucchini, also known as Ma Vie de Courgette, after a tragic accident leaves him orphaned, Zucchini (voiced in English by Eric Abbate) adjusts to life in a Swiss orphanage and gets closer to the officer (voiced in English by Nick Offerman) assigned to his case. In the English double of the French film Elliot Page provided the voice of Rosie. With a
wonderful animated style and dark history, My Life as a Zucchini was received as a vivid, original film. Somewhere in the mysterious space between script and animation, My Life as Courgette boasts moments... an important human truth that will leave you on the floor,' Kevin Mayer wrote for The Times. Emma Watson in Ballet Shoes. BBC One's Rotten Tomatoes score:
100%Summary: Based on Noel Streatfeild's novel, Ballet Shoes is set in 1930s Londoners and follows the adventures of three young girls - Pauline (Emma Watson), Petrova (Yasmin Page) and Posey (Lucy Boynton) - after being adopted by an eccentric explorer (Richard Griffiths) Transformative A drama with plenty of heart, Ballet Shoes has earned admiration from critics across
the board. While watching Ballet Shoes, I felt like a time machine transported me to London in the 1930s and then put me in the midst of this remarkable humanist story,' Betty Jo Tucker wrote for Reel Talk Movie Reviews. Pedro Pascal in If Beale Street could talk. Plan B Entertainment Rotten Tomatoes score: 95%Summary: In this compelling drama set in 1970s Harlem, a young
Tish (KiKi Layne) and her fiance, Alonzo (Stefan James), face unexpected challenges when Alonzo is arrested for a crime he didn't commit. Pascal briefly appeared in the drama as Pietro Alvarez. If Beale Street Could Talk had captivated critics with its gentle, moving story of love and injustice. [Barry] Jenkins If Beale Street Could Talk is a wonderful, enveloping film, Hannah
Georges wrote for The Atlantic. And one of the most poignant triumphs is how vividly he captures the depth and complications of intimacy among his black characters. Daniel Kaluuya in Get Out. Universal Pictures Rotten Tomatoes score: 98%Summary: When his girlfriend Rose (Allison Williams) invites him on a trip up the state to meet his family, Chris (Daniel Kaluuya) tends to
impress them. But after their weekend getaway raises a bone-chilling question, Chris just hopes he can escape with his life. Written and directed by Jordan Peele, Get Out received rave reviews that called it a clever horror-comedy that kept viewers on the edge of their seats. Peele sedates, undermines and manipulates audience expectations - as masters Alfred Hitchcock, John
Carpenter and Stanley Kubrick did before him,' Anne Thompson wrote for Indie Wire. Ezra Miller in Perks being a wallflower. Summit Entertainment Rotten Tomatoes score: 86%Summary: After noting that freshman loner Charlie (Logan Lerman) can use some friends, high school students Sam (Watson) and Patrick (Ezra Miller) to take it under their wing and introduce him to
parties, good music, and the Rocky Horror Picture Show. The film, which felt versatile and extremely personal at the same time, Perks of Being a Wallflower, based on a Stephen Chbosky novel, was praised as mildly empowering by the film's coming-of-age. Stephen Chbosky manages with sensitive confidence and screws up impressive work from his young leads, film critic Chris
Carpenter wrote. Lucy Liu voiced the character in The Tale of Princess Kaguyu. Universal Pictures Rotten Tomatoes score: 100%Summary: Found as a nymph in a tiny bamboo stalk, Princess Kaguya (voiced in English by Chloe Grace Moretz) grows up a promising woman in her city and challenges potential suitor of impossible tasks. In the English version of the animated film,
Lucy Liu voiced Lady Sagami, Kagui's etiquette coach. The tale of Princess Kaguyu was praised as a wonderful and beautifully animated trait. As it should have been from the co-founder of Studio Ghibli, [Isao] Takahata has created a wonderful, wonderful, the perfect product and hand-drawn, watercolor images explode with gentle, humorous details,' Charlotte O'Sullivan wrote for
the London Evening Standard. Amy Adams catch me if you can. DreamWorks SKG Rotten Tomatoes score: 96%Summary: Inspired by true events, Catch Me if you can detail the extraordinary life of horse artist Frank Abañale Jr. (Leonardo DiCaprio), who disguises himself as a pilot, lawyer and doctor while running from the FBI. Amy Adams played a supporting role as a young
nurse named Brenda, who falls for Frank. Catch me if you can shed the critics with your incredible story and charming leads. The easy tone and clever pitch allow unwavering entertainment, a lot of natural humor, and [Steven] Spielberg's knack for sympathy for anti-heroes, Mike Massey wrote for Gone With the Twins. Jack Quade in Logan Lucky. FilmNation Entertainment Rotten
Tomatoes score: 92%Summary: In crime comedy Logan Lackey, the Logan family are Jimmy (Channing Tatum), Clyde (Adam Driver) and Mellie (Riley Keo) — recruit demolition expert Joe Bang (Craig) to help them steal money from the Charlotte Motorway. Jack Quade had a supporting role in the film as Fish Bang, Joe's younger brother. Logan Lackey earned a warm welcome
from critics who fell in love with the unfortunate characters at the center of their odd story. [Director Steven] Soderbergh knows how to develop good characters and maximize the talent at his disposal, Ricardo Gallegos wrote for Pólvora. Logan Lackey is a shining example of just that. Will Smith in People in Black. Columbia Pictures Rotten Tomatoes score: 92%Summary: In
People in Black, a young cop named James Darrell Edwards (Will Smith) approach a galactic organization. Now Agent J, a rookie ad with Agent K (Tommy Lee Jones) to save the planet from malnies. Critics said People in Black were underpinned by a high concept of storytelling, groundbreaking special effects and witty dialogue. Men in Black' is the sharpest, sharpest, most
entertaining special effects film in recent memory, a simultaneous participant and a mock parody of the hippo genre more-bang-for-your-buck,' Paul Tatara wrote for CNN. Mark Wahlberg and John C. Riley in Boogie Nights. Rotten Tomatoes' new line of cinema score: 93%Summary: Set in the early 1970s, Boogie Nights tracks the meteor rise of teenage busboy Eddie Adams
(Mark Wahlberg) after it was revealed by a filmmaker in the adult entertainment industry. John C. Reilly played a central role in the film as Reed Rothchild, a fellow actor in the field. Conducted by an incredible ensemble cast, Boogie Nights was received as a riveting comedy drama. Notably, [Seymour Hoffman] was able to stand out - he's packed with great performances from
some of the best of the best: Don Cheadle, John C. Reilly, William H. Macy, Heather Graham, and, of course, Burt Reynolds, Charles Madede wrote for The Stranger. Lupita Nyon'o at Black Panther. Rotten Tomatoes score: 96%Summary: After losing his father, T'Challa (Chadwick Buseman) prepares to take his place as King of Vakana, but appears a contender for the throne,
Killmonger (Michael B. Jordan). Lupita Nyon'o starred opposite Boseman as Nakia. In marvel's long line of films, Black Panther stood out as an exciting superhero contribution with incredible cost, effects and performances. When it comes to creative visuals, action engagement and cute characters, Black Panther stands confidently next to the best fare offered by the Marvel
cinematic universe,' Matthew Roses wrote for Salon. Paul Rudd in Avengers: Endgame. Disney/Marvel Rotten Tomatoes score: 94%Summary: After villain Thanos strikes a devastating blow to half the universe, the rest of the Avengers, including Steve Rogers (Chris Evans), Tony Stark (Downey Jr.) and Scott Lang (Paul Rudd), come together and come up with the latest effort to
save humanity. Critics loved Avengers: Endgame for its cost, cinematography, editing and effects. The only complaint against Avengers: Endgame is that it raises the bar so high that there may well never be a superhero movie to match it,' Matthew Norman wrote for the London Evening Standard. Tessa Thompson in Love Sylvie. Amazon Prime Video Rotten Tomatoes estimate:
100%Summary: Set in the 1950s and 1960s, Sylvie's Love follows Sylvie (Tessa Thompson) and Robert (Nnamdi Asomugha) for years, from their first meeting at a record store in Harlem to their chance to meet years later. In the capable hands of its cast and crew, this dazzling period of romance was a winner for critics. Period settings, sumptuous score, stunning costume design,
Tessa Thompson - there's plenty to enjoy in this type of movie that doesn't come very often,' wrote Fiona Underhill for Jump Cut. Emma Thompson and Kate Winslet in Sense and Sensuality. Columbia Pictures Rotten Tomatoes score: 97%Summary: Adapted from Jane Austen's novel, Feeling and Sensuality centers on Elinor (Emma Thompson) and her sister, Marianne
Dashwood (Kate Winslet), in early 1800s England. After their father has changed, the Dashwood sisters try to find suitors and regain their place in high society. Embodied by the talented cast of Feeling and Sensuality praised as a wonderful translation of Austin's favorite work. Michael Wilmington wrote for the Chicago Tribune: This film, made with love and kmot, reminds us how
much charm, liveliness, passion, good derision - and sensuality - Jane Austen provides. Read More: Features Freelancer Evergreen Story Movie Movie
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